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On the Co-Configurative Process

Hearing Other* is a collaboration between Susan Quasha and me, and to say how it differs from 
many previous joint efforts I’m calling it a coperformative engagement: my work in preverbs and 
hers in photography. This series comprises 34 poems/photos created over about a month and a 
half, ending early December 2018.

The practice (more than a method) continues the basic way that I make preverbs—daily/
nightly sessions, bringing together lines that come to me during the day with further workings 
at night; and the basic way that Susan makes photos—a practice, also daily, of  unconstructed 
images while moving through the world just as it attracts the eye. Her photos she calls “as is,” in-
dicating that there’s no specific premeditation—no set-up to the photographs and only minimal 
technical working of  the result.  She chooses a photo each day (sometimes but not necessarily 
made that day) and sends it to me; and I keep it open on a screen while, on another screen, I 
work the handwritten notebook preverbs of  the day and the new ones that come in the photo’s 
presence. It’s a weave. And at the end of  the session I send it to her. She reads the poem the next 
morning, however far it has gotten (often it’s the completed poem/preverb complex), and that 
reading may affect her choice of  the next photo. 

A primary principle of the collaboration is spontaneous arising of connection between works, 
meaning that there is no necessity on either of our parts to directly respond in any particular way, 
or to represent evident connection. Indeed we may not even be immediately aware of all the con-
nections forming on their own. Sometimes poems seem to draw as much from previous images as 
the image of that day. To keep the process clear of interfering obligations and aesthetic imposition, 
we don’t discuss our choices or our evaluations of each other’s work, except at the practical level of  
implementation, as opposed to judgment of quality, meaningfulness, or interpretation.†

The “spontaneous” aspect is meant to enable each work to remain itself  and yet maintain an 
active connection—something like the notion of  people living together while being themselves 
and doing their own work yet actively being in intentional, indeterminate and dynamic relation. 
Each is under no obligation to represent, modify or in any way control or be accountable to 
the other. This approach contributes to the exploratory nature of  coperformativity. Another 
intention is to rely as little as possible on previous aesthetic preference or any kind of  cultural or 
epistemological imperative. One could say the intention is co-psychonautic.‡ 

GQ
 

* Hearing Other is the eponymous sixth of  seven series in the twelfth book of  preverbs, Hearing Other (preverbs). 
† This basic approach to collaboration I developed in a similar engagement writing preverbs in relation to Ashley 
Garrett’s “Tarot paintings,” Co•Configurative Eternities (http://www.metambesen.org/); an important difference is 
that Ashley’s paintings already existed online, so I could select one nightly as part of  the process, whereas I had 
no role in selecting Susan’s photos, which may or may not have existed previous to the day of  selection.
‡ The dedication to Diana Reed Slattery celebrates her unsurpassed exploration of  the psychonautic in Xeno-
linguistics: Psychedelics, Language, and the Evolution of Consciousness (Berkeley: Evolver Editions/North Atlantic Books, 
2015), which I discovered around the time of  this collaboration.

http://www.metambesen.org/
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1 eating what’s eating you

If  there’s no mystery how it gets here we’re fixed on disappearing mysterious.
Writing talking talking writing positions us between living thinkings.
We’re always on the go never slow enough.

If  you feel like you just got plunged in the middle communication is possible.
Having hope is good dope.
I like an angel that talks her curves straight.

I’m on the edge about this and come to think of  it about everything else too.
I’m looking for a word that’s only a word when coterminous with my impersona.
Don’t ask me about what anything is because it’s a bad question.

One thing at a time, two at a rime, three we’re out of  time roaming.
A line is a language lesson to learn in reverse verse forward.
Catch your thinking in mid-throw for good return reception on the waves.

The syntax needed now is to come.
Pretend we’re listening to the same station and this is your life on the air aware.
What matters is the quality of  the reception affection.

I declare evolving by feedback conception (fertility sense).
A new thought is a new tongue waiting for its one-shot grammar.
My daimon is learning to speak this way at my expense now passed on to you.

If  the talk doesn’t dislodge thinking we’re not moving out.
There’s a point in the page ready for interkingdom signaling.
To say so is to know so just so.
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2 a sharp pull of  the symbol waking

You try it on to know if  it wants you and maybe you’ll hear it’s name.
Does reality believe in itself  enough to say?
Any conceptual framing has casualties widely arrayed.

If  a symbol goes all the way down we’ll meet where I’m first me reaching up.
Oscillating between joy and fear ignites the aware texture at play in this field.
You have to allow some bronco rhythm to stay with the play’s the thing.

Reading can climb back up the other side after a slide.
We’re caught in the middle thinking abyss and missing an uncontacted bliss.
I’ve got my walking papers thanks to talking capers and sudden fallings off.

So quickly here no memory not.
Invoking a thing’s using a mirror to project.
The magic is the poem calls itself.

This is where we store our possibles scarcely knowing where.
A series houses a flow into forming whole at the threshold.
Now for alien beauty.

I keep waiting for the picture to tell me our time has come.
I want its pull back.
Mirroring your differences meets your alien beauty halfway.

No one’s ready for this.
The fall leaf  is evolutionary folding turned in.
The ruin is the tallest tale yet with pull.
Tuning in is all out.
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3 hearing other

Time to go face down on the street or sheet of  paper gone to ground.
We’re here together for a class in uncontacted language.
I have a call in to an unheard music bent around listening.

It feels different here is how to know it’s the right place.
Life is neither safe nor rife without the first dislodging.
Saying is so convincing.

Descartes needs a proof  that he exists but God’s just fine like he is speaks strong.
We’ve got the human race on our back for theme song.
The tongue propelled flying carpet slips past unsung.

I hear your voice with new solarity which is to say you sound solely. 
This is to namely sound yet to be seen.
Soon we’ll be ready to speak in space.

A new world comes to be syllable by syllable.
We’re keeping pace with the bouncing race.
The bubble bursts to further bubble so long as you say sole.

We’re midway in the middle view middle voiced.
If  it sounds like a mantra it’s meant solely to please no one.
The show must flow on down in.

The ear turns seasonal and textures.
Creation processes its idea of  self.
How it ends is how it sends.
It must be done is alien fun. 
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4 (dis)play

Expect only what language has suffered man to know.
This is the field there’s no going in without holding sway far from home.

I’m asking everything that comes my way what’s the message?
If  it’s a symbol it’s thinking itself  for me too.

I look up to the god looking down through me.
We can’t stop meeting like this.

No getting away with saying beauty was born yesterday when all along it’s not yet.
The mantra is utmost choice.

Structure is the only way of  keeping out the ones that can’t get in.
The tree is having sex before your eyes seeing it.

I invoke the politics of  every moment a powerhouse.
In the beginning is the fire sky never condescending to be cleared.

We’re in this together is the most singular cry in this wilderness.
I’m afraid to know what’s eating me and where we are in the fare.

This is to fare forth longing to feast beyond speaking limits.
I’d like to evolve past aping my origin.

It takes time for stones to tell the tale and we’re skipping stones for the beat.
Play archeology’s vertical to my cross purposes.
The faced rock just looked back.
Take me to your pleader is my language hungry hunt playing to the other.
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5 stuck in throat forked tongue phenomenon

feeling at home on edge
Susan Quasha

Writing speaks back to what calls first.
The tongue takes advantage.

I can see the trees through your fire says the necessary more than I can show.
This order of  statement oscillates with restorative alien attention.

Taking hold before it gets out of  hand takes two hands.
I can’t not look you in the eyes with this vision in my eyes.

We go out without an outside.

I can’t let this use me getting from here to there.
Think deity serving being as above goes below.

[Sign] We hope you know we only make dress-up realities.
We apologize for any inconvenience our impermanence has caused.

The mantra chooses a god serving being before your fleshing it out.
Fire burns its boundaries as it bounds.

Watch for memes going astray to know help is on the way.
We talk good going away.

You are not asked to know the language before it speaks nor after.
A poem aspires to meet a person in whom it knows its name before the line ends.

Supersaturated presence of  meaning may fire up heavenward without warning.
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6 high flying epistememe camouflage

syntactic bright trauma 
 over many pages may occur

Ontononymous the Particular

Our titular initiation is showing sunny side under.
By poiesis walking into future feedback is keeping well underhand.

This is the age of  minddegradable genres.
Syntactic mushrooming is still in its infancy.

The sprung tongue gets its druthers.
Alienation is a handy practice of  undertime.

This is the moment in time where free acceptance goes to ground.
History to come on call reframes framing.

If  quick we catch the fractal birth of  syntactic strikes by the microsecond.
Typos take control, soul work. 

Your seed looks back at you and winks.
You self  discover as the missing link.

The odds are 3 to 1 you’ll glimpse your other self  in the rearview mirror.
This here now can only be true as thought beyond number. 
The third position is a declaration of  singularity.

Let me count the says. 
Typo knows better.
The music of  thinking remains pre-scrambled at the unthinkable edge. 
From om to omelette is to fleshward go.
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7 truth is a creative act

Declaring infancy with undeprogrammed fancy has first cry force.
Ride the dynamic syllable by syllable on pain of  breath.
Truest is I’ve said the least.

Self  identifying as logonaut shows the willingness to travel outside self  identity. 
Aim not to speak with forked tongue without taking hold before it gets out of  hand.
Time will tell when it’s time to check the present epistemological potency for leaks.

Mushrooming syntax is rising in fancy.
Simple question: When did we begin to love complexity?
Identity self-mythologizes to see how real it is.

You never get outside language.
It’s readerly to swap identities and lace the thing.
No telling what is in front of  you.

No killing content.
Cross identify with your impersona like through a green fuse.
Preemptive instructions out of  the blue ride your waves disappearing here.

We’re trying to sail through narrow claims on thought.
Our multiplicity is hard on us.
Reading self  trading in’s like content sexting. 

Any line describes the poem inside out.
Watch her playing from an alien dimension to make such a sound lacing. 
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8 human’s the species that demonizes

Herewith our absolutely conflicting relative views in search of  sound sense.
Slow sludge with a free foot half  hanging in air from the neck that speaks until read.
How far the end of the line viewed from the turning middle w/ relatively little falloff.

We aim to freeze the beautiful sleaze.
It gives a line that has a cheap side and another that don’t come cheap.
Study attitudinal flow to see the sturdy show that lets you know the less you show.

Detect the jump rate of  the latest leap to get under the fight-or-flight midflight.
Everything has its stun pun.
There is no metaphor there’s only transfer.

The music is how it gets there still breathing.
There’s a message that assuages the missing me and less nest. 
Words conflare. Step Left. Now lift. Time change flips mid flow turning over going.

Accuracy with respect to the structure of  reality is another kind of  float force. 
Talking cross identities is another name aiming to be me with a flip side. 
How many minds can juggle on the head with a fin terming cross species.

Where is the center of  gravity in syntactic gap in process.
To see demonizing see self  demonizing. 
Mirror flurry.

Sub ob ject syn tax.
I’m in here with mythic force.
Impersona corona toned to tell.
Demons talk funny to absolutely say so crosswise. 
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9 logo genus mix

In Darwin’s nightmare the sexiest out-fits the fittest.
Sharing singularity is the crest of  the wave in a state of  embrace.

Truth is self  creative or not at all.
You know you’re here when your phrases link for no good reason.

Unlimited minds dancing on the crest of  this wave prove the non-point expanse.
The more alien my other the further the evolve.

My impersona’s conscious alternative identity creating itself  in you’re saying’s here.
New awareness streams appear first as annoying leaks.

Meditating steady in the wild teaches swarm intelligent lingual array. 
Watch for when the knowing meme [epistememe] gets up and struts.

In live slide pataphysic sphere epistemologies juggle.
Our ancient souls are frolicking again.

Every word in motion is the threshold of  a next instantiation on a slippery slope.
Image miscegenation talks turkey. 

Text speaking-looking to-at me cross-staring shows between me.
I take refuge in impermanence. 

Falling apart teaches falling flare to parts in the parting world.
Speaking poetry to poetry is preaching through the choir.

The myth of  the object is safe in linguality.
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10 speaking by hand

Be prepared as poet means every word still willing to mean another self.
With two sides flashing at once I’m reflecting on the unseen side as is apparent.
You know your fear when the phases link for no good reason.

The image is where you look away.
The lingual techne is teaching self  looking across the field to find self  distribution. 
It’s trickier than the ear knows where.

We’re going step by step while looking stray.
The vehicle is empty and carries in full.
If  we knew the meaning we would still not be looking.

Stepping on the cracks between life and death relives how they go together.
Your image fades into background imaging further than the eye can be.
The physical coloring knows it’s just the jumping off  point.

Think everything dying right before your eyes brighter and brighter.
Slow process accommodating such alien linking.
Thinking ahead of  itself  is so fearsome.

We’re emphasizing one particular side here finding ourselves over the line.
This is the zone of  watching in excess.
The thing bleeds in solidarity with animality.

Hurt talk revives.
Life lets go for you.

Animal need not be hurt in the making of  this syntax.
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11 epistememic potency

poems like the sky are unreadable until read and then some
Ontononymous the Particular

A poem is what makes you something.
The sky dares you to enter its Otherly divide.
You know there’s reader to be when writing feels itself  reaching through.

I’m addressing you from the bardo of  paradisiacal saying. 
Whale traveling in a fiery sky is a lie worth floating the better to see. 
I know I’m in line when it’s heaven & hell and no end in sight.

A strong line dizzies getting around.
I take refuge in the razor poiesis of  never before never again.
My work at length is changing my mind for long.

Reading awake shakes seeing.
Talk takes a learning turn.
Clouds don’t pass they infloresce. 

The poem zoo lets you pass through your caged animalities on their way out. 
Fungi are more paleo-poetic than roses.
Occult to one, cult to an other.

Letting future sadness in bit by bit has its own tempo.
May the frontal cortex learn neuroaxial spin to hear its others trying to get through.
Self  discriminating awareness inquires hearing other.

Sky fires up these own eyes.
So says the book unfinishing. 
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12 bardo breathing

When heaven gets cramped you have only to write your way out into the open air.
We’re trying to give expression to life inside the explanatory gap. 

It’s two sides away from the middle.
Speaking vocation is life giving voice to the lifelong flare of  space.

The divide widens on the way up in the hard questioning divinely respired.
The bardo of  stone mates more the harder they’re fallen. 

Hunger’s hold on earth and respiration’s sky taste—zones of  mixing blessing. 
I confess all that I didn’t know in time.

Only take the unreadable book into the darker passage.
Brown magic makes you think it’s hard till ready to spill the beans in the between.

Feeling my way in the readerly dark intensity senses unending.
I feel myself  slipping in the sounds needing to be heard before I do more dying.

Bounce back to baseline at your own end of  practice.
The theory is the shadow of  the event in its unlikelihood.

This is an art of  not knowing enough in time.
Life is need to know.

Bare timing skips riming on roughed surfaces bled to black.
This is not a test.

The extreme sport caught in traffic level of  energy encourages break out.
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13 listening for the impersona

not even Lao Tzu looked to the sudden cream surfacing in coffee
for the dragon life

Ontononymous the Particular

Beauty is by frame.
Emotion gets hold between two.

We know it happening from the outside.
It’s a stretch to see through.

Hard not to fear we’ve been framed. 
The real deal undoes the other renewing the bond.
Dis(in)criminating awareness inquires by reflects. 

Claiming myself  in here begs the question in the eyes of  the dragon judge.
Morning coffee mirrors darkly waking and blinding light.

Since the first mushrooming linguality time immemorial who is this speaking?
This is the frame of  not feeling any one thing or any thing at all being me.

Scripture is the unfinishable book.

Radically impermanent speaking for itself  this instant is set to feed through.
I’m inside the feeling I’m everywhere about. 

The just quick sketch trusts itself.
Naming it dulls the tale to tell.

Call it by the name it never knows.
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14  time scares brighter than ever

Seeing through leaves further fall color takes life.
Natural is verbing in self  centering ways.
Thing things beyond your permission.

Nothing said other can be other than that.
We lead ourself  into this tangle to let the grip tighten just this much more.
I no longer write to my own understanding.

May constraint face the fear that gives it passing life.
All cliffhanging does not slip the same.
All tuning is not up is tree logic for our time.

Singular appearance is a disturbance. 
Writing can justify leaving justification behind.
No justice need apply while the concept persons.

Thoughts thing.
I feel my throat track wrenching this out.
Note the incursion of  the matter at hand roughly ridged right here.

Why would anything want to be different more than is so as is unlike anything.
Thrust tangles.
Heart beats in the perspective torques.

Its slipping away has our say.
Seeing flares.
Mind twists according to the world taking you back.
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15 every night’s despair until it flows

Singular seeing ruffles any surface.
In this frame words are wild with deuce force.

Everything questions when heard like breaking black clouds.
Truth is a negotiated unsettlement.

How I know I like it is its coming and going does my writing.
It draws by matching the incursion.

I’m done calming my appetite by exhaustive intake for the moment.
Suppressing no thing’s not happening. 

Doubt needs to be allowed to spend itself.
Fearful default humiliates. 

This is the psychology of  language direction with radial feedback.
The enlightened one knows his case of  mistaken identity never ceases to alienate. 

Pluck the string long enough and clouds break and light splits through.
A syntax is an order of  being with a threshold of  excitement.

You never know enough in time.
Urge never satisfies but the matrix opens for wiseness, witness, wish nest, woke.

Birth continues in the further tangle.
The layers read in flashes.

We’re here by delay and play.
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16 times two when not three

the blank page is insatiable in the dragon perspective
Ontononymous the Particular

What you see is what I get.
The future is where you learn what you’ve written.

Writing what needs to exist surfaces otherwise.
The earth draws your own conclusions.

I’m talking back to the future.
The coming line has lift.
Incursion enters recursion.

Thought lines slide from necessity to play.
What I see is what you get.

I no longer write to my own satisfaction.
Over time the poem finds it’s not here to please.
By the end of  the sentence I hope to come to.

The after-resonance of  the painful passing is where we learn to read.
Keeping forgetting the enemy of  poetry is self  importance stuns by persistence. 
Writing is what is willing to persist otherwise.

Slight attracts sleight.
Crowns are heavy on the head.
The symbol feels to be.

The unreadable book is where the next reading occurs.
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17 incursion into recursion excursion

… language so alien and so familiar at the same time 
it could only be my own …

Diana Reed Slattery

Time present and time past infected me by way of  poetry speaking on behalf  of  life.
It finds us between reels.
I confess everything I’ve never been able to tell, at once. Flash view.

Standout fall protuberant color leaving pressures extending logoception. Watch!
The torque is telling.
It figures flat out the tongue can’t stop licking the picture liked. 

The problem with our reading is fear of  dislocation.
Speaking is through any one saying at a time around any about.
By the end of  the sentence it hopes to get through.

Resistance to raw making sets the field of  reading low to the ground.
There is syntax of  can’t get up.
Judgment is fixed.

Writing what needs to exist runs into the eugenics dilemma. 
Modeling essential holes in reality restructuring alerts to cracks to fall through.
Selective reading breeds alternative life forms in telling real.

Civilization lives and dies right here in the stand in posture.

You don’t dare die while she has will to use you.
She needs you showing your fixed bet behind the discriminated hold.

Seeing her at work knows we’re slung low to the ground.
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18 tongue trails

How can I not say I object myself  to my self.
Truth is an acquired taste.

Life eats life by deep agreement.
Everything that leaves tracks can’t always be tracked.
It always can’t always be the way it’s being in the first place.

Reading it gets it can’t be without it and be what it’s being even now.
Deep tracks can only be tracked deeply.

Self  knowing language self  generates its reality at higher oscillatory intensity.
It wonders where’d I put my voice this time before I say a word.
Generator ecoproprioceptor is a tongue twister with levels of  time. 

What if  the tongue curls without reason but an eye-/earful. 
Certain things just to think travel wider far with arms wider open.

Once the brain wave tracks inscribe there’s no getting out of  making tracks.
It commits transmission in this very slot.
The pace in torque tricks attention to slip between grips.

It makes the pattern it’s getting out of  as we speak.
Staying with it willing half  thinking glides the betweens.

The weave speaks by surrounding, with waves rounding.
Language training is where I agree to hearing with full fibrous stitching.
It takes timely giving away thinking still working further in with sinews.
No track trailing gives sign.
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19 to each my own

the harsh truth is only poiesis  
teaches the meaningful reality of poiesis
Ontononymous the Particular

You still have to have been there even when it’s yet to come.
Will these strange timings ever feel natural as timely?
Don’t tell me it’s winter again when I can still see the world barer if  barely.

We’ve come for navigation training even as the pointing strays untold ways.
Trust me is the call of  each party in a Mexican standoff. 
It gives timely taking away thinking I’m going astray.

Our vehicle is running on edge.
What is the syntax feeling I’m slipping in and out of  a me.
The freeze shot of  slippage catches the winged life as it slides.

No problem solving at this rate is breathtaking.
We’re here to learn how to get here at first breath.
Reverse reading reverses writing so you see straight.

To each your own.
What’s the pronoun when I merge with an other not we.

This is to say you are all that you are capable of (inter)being
however alien

or can you say otherwise and mean it as you?
Ontononymous the Particular

I’ve got ourselves surrounded like ice elves at play on the winter glass.

The abstraction would be deictic radiality and no one’s at home only.
This is our spot around my blind spot.
It teaches the mirror neurons to broaden their scope.
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20 see Spot hearing the fearsome commands of the ordinary

Everything is saying what to do.
Noticing it now is an alternative orientation.

I’m dividing my attention to accommodate message alterflow. 
We become what we hear in the alien voices of  the poem.

Dreaming I lose track of  my selves as a way of  vacating.
Signs of  wear are lines of  nothing on bright trails.

Slimming down on pronouns sucks air out of  the opinion sphere.
The line download from the logosphere is nowhere more here than now.
At this level language does the trusting for you.

Sometimes I think I’m just making this up and wondering what gave me that idea.
This film we’re watching only has subplots.

Lines lead elves to the fire writing their lives in carbon.
The dance stains in steel.
This is the species of  self  misplacing concreteness.

Mine eyes have fried the beauty as godlike metavoyeur. 
Earth femality is a mood of  my exposed receptivity.

A line is a story falling out of  the back of  this vehicle wheels turning reversing.
As above so in flow, think liquid crystal, track the tracking.

See the music going everywhere we’re not yet but following.
Micro-downloads sound the notes syllable-shifting to visible.
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21 life in reversing world

Put it here.
Wittgenstein, Zettel

If  there were subtitling it would write tactics for axial syntactics but there isn’t.
There’s no substitute for stumbling.

The undecidability watcher mirrors your state of  mind with the windows open.
This is what heavy dreaming will do to you.

The wind’s eye opens is the kind of  statement that makes things.
Likewise I felt my way in with wishful feeling to find her.

Traveling in tongues (syntactonautics) is a self  realized behavior.
Thinking only in subtitles plots syntax to including your middles.

A third thought not is.
That this is thinkable bespeaks another possible under writing.

We’re in training for the higher irreconcilable.
After the scatter the open space calm reveals new rules for a new game. Adapt.

The writing hand has a mind of  its own.
Heart chambers shift to a finer enaction.

Is my binding ready for what I receive here, wonders the open in the form of  page.
It’s not stopping on any account.

Even the most ordinary word can trip out, window open.
We are only ever here now, pointed out.
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22 metaphoric torque

What’s the world for but to paint with.
My mind precedes my foot in the pond.

Whether or not Goethe said Mehr Licht! in the end he’s saying it now.
Think the I just realized I’m here ecstasy.

It’s a flying dream when your feet aren’t touching the ground going forward.
The can’t tell if  it’s your train or the one out the window moving idea of  poem.

Hitting the road tracks picture worlds to come fractaled.
Surrender another way that the good line gives charge.

Sooner or later the world surfaces to catch up with you.
The paint word paints before it says.
 
Only things that cannot be thought together stand a chance of  firing through.
The color is the falling wave coming to mind.

Think activity with no pleasing anyone no being right not even understandable, so.
It bespeaks the stepped-up incommensurable, no apologies.

Renouncing grim beginnings starting here now means everything.
I remember I Remember Mama with mind never losing its footing.

The lily pond paints your face for you.
The light is the end of  your funnel.
 
It tells you to spell you.
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23 radial intermittent bonding

Language talks to me and the world talks to it.
I feel lonely as a hill that lends itself  to me being its in.

I have completely forgotten how I ever became a tree out of  wondering.
There’s no stopping excusing.

At the end of  the line or ledge there is ample negative space to silence me.
Ice is hard to remember like going cold mind.

Giant being is nature on its back under clear skies changing as we speak.
Seeing entity is anywhere anything in its moment to be.

Timing enables taking the landscape into my sentence surfacing.
It’s necessary to feel the contour texturing through you like under the palm.

The writing hand has its bird beak logic in motion.
There’s no believing seeing.

This is why we say things like you wouldn’t believe me if  I told you truly.
Earth is here to imagine us is the kind of  statement that models safe transition.

I find myself  saying pictures.
It shocks discovering disorder taking shape.

Seeing anything is projecting on the instance as if  the species is birthing before us.
This mirrors the no surface reality calling itself  origin.

Getting from here to there happens in advance of  getting inside an other where.
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24 beginning middling ending

The problem with thinking about time is
it isn’t there.

Ontononymous the Particular

First thought only thought.
If  I had seen it with my own eyes I might have found myself  mad.
Hence literature is what you say when you feel most thoroughly written through.

I knew I was a poet when the muse looked me in the eye and said You’ve been fucked.
The time came in order to go on with or without me.
Take two sides at once, she said, minimum.

Is a mirror a no surface reality or am I leaning against an idea while seeing it.
There’s no stopping picturing.

A mark is a picture of  marking picturing itself.
Being fucked is code for no going back.
Mid thought rid thought.

Mind turns as the phrase turns around tuning in.
The trouble is you can’t hang this on music when it won’t stop talking.
Listening breaks down language unbeknownst molecular.

Many worlds in the absence of  any one world speak many more forks in the tongue.
Poetry is what goes on whether you like it or not getting said. 
This work is a construct without constructive registration.

A moment came I hallucinated reality visibly.
Last thought, vaster thought, but I construct, ebbingly, turning in tuning. 
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25 meaning by field

I believe the face in the mirror believes it’s me knowing better.
Irruption in the saying follows surficial reflection and facial flutter.
This is true as the dead believe me more real than their knowing each other.

Surf  further than surface appears. Say when the face appears.
The more jolted the mind the more mysterious all objects appear.
Take raga’s shifting ground figuring and grounding figures.

Saying you know you speak in waves reflects only the cresting awareness.
I can see where I said it. I can’t hear when.
The meaning is accumulating surrounding and round she goes.

Keeping speaking turns more corners than it cuts.
The truer the form of  the statement the more endangered the species.
There’s always only one left.

All around the saying the field forces reticulate.
And where it stops no one knows and a throw of  the dice does not abolish telling.
Worm writing tells wormhole ways to the willing.

God is dead he said he said, maybe she said when no one was listening.
The function of  the abstraction is not to be believed.
I hear raga on the rock.

First thought lonely thought toning.
Instant making is a special case of  letting.
After the first distinction comes first rhythm.
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26 just one left

What is the real time and I do mean now.
I’m feeling netted in the display.

Self  speakings are reborn getting too close for comfort.
The mirror of  which we pretend to speak zips open letting out.

Say the poem is sticking out its tongue.
Here we find the actual gesture for the afterthought.

Think again. Unthink. Further think.
There’s no substitute for tumbling stones.

This is a blind spot success story.
There’s no telling how long one longs.

The bright tangle titillates until the vine torques the timeline.
What zips open on the fly but eyes aiming to reveal.

Get it right, go blind.
Reticulation has its own logic of  perfection.

The mirror waves back for fun of  the flow.
Going by the clock never gets you here.

Trees talk behind your back and travel underfoot.
Never stopping talking bespeaks mycelial matrices within matrices.

Time to walk the onceover nature laying in wait for wiry living.
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27 skipping the surface

When I don’t understand what is being written I let it mirror further.
Ectextstasy is a state where the slightest movement trips wave spiral speaking.
Failure to grasp allows sudden split into challenging satisfaction.

Writing takes itself  seriously when a leak distills back in for the tighter weave.
Tracking trucks the debris so the flaking flows free to mean another day. 
You never know it speaks for you until it finds your down and out.

It’s all done with mirrors and scissors. 
Names drop of  their own accord relieved.
Just pointing has bad manners going worse than ever, proactive.

A word said truly redefines itself  within its fact.
It gets through leading reading away still to unsay. Still to trip further.
The image lifts off  the page as the name falls away.

The book going eye to eye with reader stares down and out.
Choose your bent.
Listen tentative as smoke lights sky.

It shows our carrying our tangled bank in the heart.
Heat chooses up.
Diversity is distribution to the mild with lost wild.

Who speaks there is the understory of  quest in question.
Poetry can scarcely escape the drama of  poet identity.
She should feel free to forgive her own failure to regret.
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28 fortunate failure

Heaven is not managing to dispel all hell at hand yet holding over.
Take your riddle to your sphinx. 

Writing self  selects in those for whom school is trauma.
This includes going out the side of  her mouth in full speech flagrante. 
Reading double means both and or.

I don’t know what I’m doing just in time for doing.
In so far as life is meditation upon itself  it examples in untold ways all the way.
Side by side with book drop is mind drop.

Sacred sits as sacred fails being anywhere but here.
You don’t know where you are until place says so.
All the good rules remain unmade.

Site shock is a state of  presence in waiting.
The sacred thing knows it is not a thing, not named sacred, not known ever as itself.
All the good gods retain undead.

Time to learn the code that self  recodes. 
The alphabet is offering rides in the heart tunnel as we speak in the dark.
Time here is an idea with pointing. Let me hear your voice. Dark in here.

The drama is a disguised request driven by alien appetite. 
Thinking all the desires as pictures at once has its own call of  the wild.
Flat bottom is the optimal spot for a long upward gaze.

No need to take anything back when it never gets away.
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29 starting now

This is a warm-up for what can’t happen.
All the dials are set to non arriving.

What have we ever said but we are saying now even to remember.
Doing what you are or it is born to do, same difference.

The curtain goes up on the bare stage, now this.
The louder the voice the greater its animal other.

A more vivid trail sometimes follows along even the wildest walk.
The previous line no more than this configures ontology to come.

The walk goes wilder on water just to think clear sky.
Reflection more under than on proves surficial grace as above so the flow.

Fitting picture has sudden loop.
Signification is the bare beginning.

If  I’ve said this once I’ve said it less.
The center of  gravity shifts under your feet.

I know I’m late here but this is even later than here.
The problematic of  location never stops coming between us here.

The line waits for me to look away.
I promise not to look the other way when it’s going on its own.

The restraint is an exercise in breathing the field bounding here now.
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30 tuning by torsion

I’m going face to face with what escapes seeing.
This is a bad place for keeping agreements.

Hold on! You’re holding on. Slip knot!
Advice is inevitable and equally useless and called for.

Color failing under the weight of  seeing surges in aura.
If  the mind hits a wall it ducks in time by sudden torque.

A quake speaks this louder.
Tracking trips.

What’s on the other side of  the image.
Ghost is to life as lace is to battle—speaking epic.

How does it feel saying I have no soul. Think tune in devil mind.
Twisting the wrench makes sense in the gut.

I can’t stop pointing to this under image journey.
The writing tips its hand to the blind side.

I take my hat off  to the rain as an image of  the work at the effect.
Field feeling is not a theory.

Mother tongue twists to the rescue.
Deictically speaking this is inner lingual fieldwork on a Wednesday.

The torque of  time can’t remember its name and date let alone color.
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31 twisted language

On the surface I’m pulling up facing down under.
What you get is where you slip.

Hanging in unholding is as tricky as awkward saying.
The torque is a track with oversay. 

The leaf  colors blowing.
Showing is saying with accent plus pointing.

Personality is unsustainable in variable rhythm.
Speaking graphic threads the twist syntactic.

Imagine the page is black wooded space thick before you enter.
Here by self  request reads outward and the tongue speaks for yourself.

The fold is a quality of  thought within season reason knows not.
Knowing which side you’re on is the matter of  twist in sinew. 

It’s not foxtrot and never forgot but the takeout is the takeoff. 
The tune got its pay docked for bad behavior and red-hot torque. 

There’s a fortune in reading the leaves and returns in Jerusalem.
The lit crit is the degree of  split tolerated on basis of  discrimination flagrante. 

The message has crinkle sad to obey.
The very thing once was happy and haptic talkfull.

A bumping center bounds to the touch and far gone seeing raga feels around.
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32 proprio conditional sentience

I’m here getting it right in the sense of  staying on the horse.
The stick insect contains the wall as a sign of  survival elegance.

My ego is paying attention thanks to fear.
Poetry is impatience medicine.

There’s nothing like the straightforward.
A direct line is the shortest distance to the illusory aim.

Getting it right is not the contrary of  getting it wrong.
Language is the long haul.

Syntactic frustration is the sometime sign of  incipient shock ecstasis.
Language twists in the use lifelike.

The other voice plays with you to the extent you aim to believe the appearance.
The underbelly is alien to the overbelly it joins to in rocky ecstasy. 

The line can’t wait to get caught up in the middle.
The unknown is a state of  surround and two ends bookending the middle.

Invisible tricking traps invisibly.
Self  lapses.

Getting it wrong is an alternative to getting it right.
Release without rejection touches undertime.

The ante ups post cross purposes with roughened sapience.
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33 self  slipping, other finding

We’re not here to determine another’s attention beyond this very thought form.
By relax we mean other than fight or flight.
A poem is not a game or vice versa for the sense of  play here is other than either.

Self  is as shady as other.
Being connects.

I’m walking with my greeting in front of  me.
I’m talking leaving before I get there still keeping up the front.

Apparently there is an ontology of  almost.
Life is a slip knot.

The other side of  the ontology of  almost is just in case.
It thinks identity in two.

The tantra is the ordinary is other.
The tangle is the display is grounds for self  showing shifting.

Picture poem as alien seduction narrative.
The world is desire concretely.

Earth is a condition of  speaking with whatever lays upon you.
It lies playing further.

Waves don’t stop they curve around and carry along.
Talk takes you.
Said the ghost to the night watchman I didn’t get here by arriving. 
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34 caught knowing

Every day is learning to walk.
Earth screen creatures take off  under eye and never run out.

Down with this/long live the screen.
To the question are you friend or foe the alien says neither.

Scrap tableau as planet flap thinks layers.
Reading is challenged from the start buffering mind until shell crack.

Language is selecting from the rollout for the occasion.
We know on the slant.

Lacking tact rules.
What if  this is the end with no sense of  stopping.

Every day is learning to talk.
This continues because I surrender to not.

We grow in the dark to get a clean say.
Image is as you get it when it says so.

The pressure forth has the feel of  feedback in viewer bounce.
It plays mind catch and takes stretch.

The suspension of  knowing hangs in free space knowing from around and spires.
We’re landing with sapient swerve.

The more than real weaves.
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